
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
Re: visa capping
Regarding to the recent Visa Capping , I disagree with it. My reasons are as follows.
Firstly,  it is unfair to everyone who have been waiting for their PR or will apply PR in
the future.  If the Visa Capping has passed, the New skilled occupation list will become a
void document.  The immigration office will have power to cancel or change the list
whatever they think reasonable, but immigration is a government department which
represents the high reputation country –Australia, the power to cancel or stop one
subclass PR application is not a government behavior, which may destroy or damage
people’s future life. For example, I had planned to live in Australian in the rest of my life,
then I applied my 885  on 22nd July 2009 according to immigration policy and now got a
full time as account assist in a listed company, I planned to work in Australia to become a
excellent accountant in future. Also I bought a car,  have paid some amount to set up a
business, and  am planning to buy a house after my PR approved. However the Visa
Capping cause my planning became nothing, I have to stay at home waiting . The new
policy may cause no employer would like to employ me anymore, because the unstable
immigration policy, just maybe one day I have to leave this county. I cannot set business
up, since I have sell it quickly once my subclass has been cancelled. 
Secondly, the government will lost its reputation if the Visa capping passed.  We did
whatever to achieve the immigration law requires, but the immigration may change what
they promised, this is a cheating.  For instance, I graduated with an accounting  degree at
end of 2007, but the immigration police said fresh graduate student without working
experience can not apply PR unless who could get 7 in every segment of IELTS. If we
can get one more master degree, the IELTS requirement will be 6 in very segment. So I
took a finance major master course in Monash  University and finished at July 2009, then
applied 885 subclass PR with truly information according 2009’s immigration policy. I
am really following the immigration low, but now the Visa Capping may stop my
application in the future to ignore the previous police, this is total unreasonable , so what
is difference from the immoral business?
Thirdly, some may be say the government has right to adjust its immigration policy.  I
agree with this point, but the adjustment should base on reasonable and fair condition, not
we have applied according to government policy and been living in Australian, then the
government says “ no” to us. Most importantly, the government should  have a whole
plan before every times new release of immigration police, such as population,
employment, welfare  plan, etc. It is government’s responsibility to solve the long PR
waiting list, not let us to undertake it because the government incorrect planning and
prediction. Moreover, we are different from the refugees, we have skills, knowledge ,
good English level , are well education and will be a good Australia citizen , we will
contribute to Australian ‘s economic development not damage Australian’s tomorrow.
 
We are looking forward to contribute to Australia’s development . 
 
Kind regards


